This paper considers the mapping of design objectives for parametric multi-input multi-output systems into parameter space. To t.his end mapping equations for standard norm specifications are derived. Design o b jectives under consideration include H , performance, H2 performance and dissipativity. The mapping equations are derived from a novel uniform framework.
Introduction
The parameter space approach has been one of the earliest concepts to analyze and design control systems subject to structured (parametric) perturbations. The classical purpose of parameter space methods is to establish a direct, correlation between roots of the characteristic equation and adjustable or uncertain parameters appearing in coefficients of the equation. Robust controller design based on this method is thoroughly presented in [l] and supported by publicly available software Recently there has been an increased interest in map ping frequency-domain specifications into a parameter plane. Incorporating these specifications into the cont.roller synthesis enables the designer to take specifications into account which are difficult. to express by time-domain specifications. Furthermore a robust design with respect to unstructured uncertainties such as high-frequency parasitic modes is possible. H, norm specifications have been mapped into parameter space in 131 for SISO systems using the magnitude of a single 110 channel, while 141 considered specifications arising from the Nyquist and Popov planes. A R0ut.h-Hurwitz type criterion for the hIIhIO H , norm was presented in 151 and frequency restricted magnitude bounds for interval rational functions were investigated.
The purpose of this paper is t,o derive the mapping 'Institute for Robotics and hlechatronics, DLR Oherpfaffenhofen, 82234 Wessling, Germany, e-mail: muhler0ueb.de equations of control design objectives for parametric multi-input multi-output systems into parameter space. We consider general well accepted and widely used norm specifications, namely the H , and Hz norm.
In addition the derivation of the mapping equations for dissipativity (passivity), generalized H2 norm, Hankel norm and the complex structured stability radius fits into the same framework. This paper is organized as follows. hIIhIO specifications are reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 is a brief presentation of algebraic Riccati equations (ARE) and their basic properties. This section also introduces a theorem for parameter dependent algebraic Riccati equations due to [6], which will be used to establish the mapping equations. The main result of this paper, namely the mapping equations for hIIMO specifications are presented in Section 4, followed by a robust control example in Section 5. Finally in Section 6 we summarize the most important conclusions.
MIMO specifications in control theory
This section reviews the various specifications and objectives relevant for design and analysis of multivariable control systems. All specifications will be formulated using algebraic Riccati equations or Lyapunov equations. While there will be no special notation for parametric dependencies, the considered systems might depend on several real parameters q E Rd. Since the parameter space approach does not favor controller over plant uncertainties we will not discriminate these.
Consider uncertain, timeinvariant systems with statespace realization (1) or transfer matrix H ( s , q ) , i.e.
Our main objective is to map specifications relevant for dynamic systems (1) and (2) into the parameter space or a parameter plane.
H , performance
The H , norm of (2) with A being stable and A system is said to have dissipation q if
Thus passivity corresponds to nonnegative dissipation.
A system has dissipativity 7 if the following ARE has a hermitian solution
R e m a r k 1 Both H , and dissipativity specifications fit into the more general framework of quadratic constraints of the f o m
Structured complex stability radius
The complex stnctured stability radius of the system
where A is a complex matrix of appropriate dimension, @+ denotes the closed right half plane and IlA(1 the spectral norm of A. Following [Si, T @ can be computed using the equality
Thus the determination of the complex structured stability radius is equivalent to the computation of the H , norm of a related transfer funct.ion.
is defined by
Hz performance
The H2 norm is defined as This norm is only finite if D = 0 (resp, D(q) = 0).
Hence we assume D = 0 in this subsection.
The H2 norm can be expressed as
where tv& is the observability Gramian of the realization, which can be computed by solving the Lyapunov equation
The Hz norm is different from the specifications presented so far in that a specification llHl12 5 y cannot be expressed by an ARE. In that sense the H2 norm does not really fit into the ARE framework. But this specification can be formulated by means of the more special Lyapunov equation, which is &ne in the unknown Webs.
Generalized H 2 norm
In the scalar case, the Hz norm can be interpreted as the system gain, when the input are L2 functions and the output bounded L , time functions. Thus the scalar HZ norm is a measure of the peak output amplitude for energy bounded input signals. Low values for this quantity are especially desirable if we want to avoid saturation in the system. Unfortunately this interpre tation does not hold for the H2 norm in the vector case.
The srrcalled generalized Hz n o m , defined in 191, can be expressed as
depending on the type of L , norm chosen for the vector valued output y. Here, A, , ( . ) and dmax(.) denote the maximum eigenvalue and maximum diagonal entry of a nonnegative matrix respectively.
Hankel norm
The Hankel norm of a system is a measure of the effect of the past system input on the future output. It is known that the Hankel norm is given by This section gives an overview of algebraic Riccati equations. The general algebraic matrix Riccati equation is given by
where P, R and Q are given n x n complex matrices with Q and R hermitian. Although in most applications in control theory P , R and Q will be real, the results will be given for complex matrices were possible.
An ARE has in general many solutions. Real symmetric solutions, and especially t h e maximal solution, play a crucial role in the classical continuous time quadratic control problems.
For R = 0 the ARE reduces to an affine matrix equation in X . These so called Lyapunov equations have proven to be very useful in analyzing stability and controllability.
Associated with (12) is a 2n x 2n Hamiltonian matrix:
The matrix A4 in (13) can be used to obtain the solutions of (12). For the parameter space approach these particular solutions are not relevant, but we will use some properties of (13). Namely the set of all eigenvalues of A4 is symmetric about the imaginary axis. To see that, introduce Thus the non-existence of pure imaginary eigenvalues is a necessary and sufficient condition that the ARE (12) has a maximal, stabilizing. hermitian solution.
Since the parameter space approach deals with uncertain parameters we will extend the previous results for invariant matrices to matrices with uncertain parameters in the next section.
Continuous and analytic dependence
Suppose now that the matrices P,Q and R are real analytic functions of a real parameter q E R, i.e. P =
P ( d , Q = Q ( q ) , R = R ( q ) .
T h e o r e m 2 [Lancaster, Rodman, [6] ] Let P = P(q), 
M a p p i n g specifications i n t o parameter space
In this section we present the mapping equations for the specifications given in Section 2 for systems with uncertain parameters.
In general, the parameter space approach maps specifications into the space of parameters. We are thus seeking the subspace for which the specifications are fulfilled. Especially important are parameter planes, since the resulting subspaces are simple regions which are easily visualized by their boundaries. This allows intuitive, interactive design of robust control systems.
For eigenvalue specifications the boundary of the desired region in the eigenvalue-plane is mapped into a parameter plane by the characteristic polynomial. Using the real and imaginary part of the characteristic polynomial we get two mapping equations which d e pend on a generalized frequency and the uncertain parameters. The mapping equations presented in this section will have a similar structure.
ARE based mapping
While we provided the definition of the H,, dissipativity and complex stability radius specifications, we showed that all of these specifications are equivalent to the existence of a maximal, hermitian solution of an ARE. Using Theorem 1 we can in turn formulate the adherence of the given specifications as the nonexistence of pure imaginary eigenvalues of an associated Hamiltonian matrix.
Consider now the uncertain parameter case. Using Theorem 2 we can extend this equivalence to systems with analytic dependence on uncertain parameters. Given a specific parameter q' E W" for which a maximal, hermitian solution X + ( q * ) exists, we know from Theorem 1 that the Hamiltonian matrix (15) has no pure imaginary eigenvalues. Using Theorem 2 we can extend this property as long as the number of eigenvalues on the imaginary axis is constant. In other words, having found a parameter for which a specification described by an ARE holds, the same specification holds as long as the number of imaginary eigenvalues of the associated Hamiltonian (15) is zero and does not change. Hence the boundary of the subspace for which the desired specification holds is given by all parameters for which the number of pure imaginary eigenvalues of (15) changes. A new pair of imaginary eigenvalues of (15) only arises if either two complex eigenvalue pairs become a double eigenvalue pair on the imaginary axis or if a double real pair becomes a pure imaginary pair. Note: Another possibility is a drop in the rank of 
HZ Norm
We will now present the mapping equation for the Hz norm. Using (10) a specification on the Hz norm like llH(q)112 5 y can be mapped into the parameter space. In order t o use (IO) as a mapping equation we have to c0mput.e the parameter dependent observability Gramian Webs. This can be done using the Lyapunov equation (11) 
4.3
Maximal eigenvalue based mapping Both the Hankel and the generalized HZ norm can be expressed as a function of a parametric matrix. These associated matrices can be computed using the solution of parametric Lyapunov equations.
To get mapping equations for the Hankel and generalized H2 norms, we apply standard results for mapping eigenvalue specifications. Namely a condition X,,(hf) = 7> where M is a nonnegative matrix leads to the mapping equation To solve this problem we use the invariance plane concept developed in 1101 to sequentially shift the poles of the system. In the first step we move the rigid body poles from the origin to X = -2 f ,353. This assigns the desired dynamics to the rigid body. Actually this can be done in a robust manner without affecting the flexible modes of the system.
In the final step we have to modify the flexible modes such that all design goals are satisfied. We proceed ar, follows: Choose a representative point for which an invariance plane is computed which shifts only the flexible modes without affecting the rigid body modes. We choose a vertex of the operating range, namely (21) into the tCarnb invariance plane for the four vertices of the uncertain parameter set (f, k). Figure 2 depicts the set of parameters which satisfies the LQG cost specification. Darker regions are used for specifications which are more difficult t o achieve. From this figure and the RMS gain mapping not shown here, we can conclude that the concept of first moving the rigid body mode to desired position without affecting the elastic mode leads to quite similar regions in the subsequent invariance plane. 
Conclusions
In this paper, the mapping equations of design objectives for parametric multi-input multi-output systems into parameter space were presented. Algebraic Riccati and the more special Lyapunov equations provide a uniform framework in which all presented specifications fit.
A robust control example showed that incorporating standard hIIhlO specifications into the parameter space approach is both possible and rewarding
